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DELI, DAIRY AND BAKERY: THE SLOW MARCH BACK TO NORMAL
Restaurants are reopening and the competition for the food
dollar is heating up. Each week, restaurant transactions
and dollars gain back some of the ground lost during the
pandemic. At the same time, grocery sales remain highly
elevated but do see some erosion in sales gains each week
in what has become a slow march back to normal. The
pandemic has greatly affected sales in the dairy, bakery
and deli departments. Dairy quickly emerged as a sales
powerhouse and both dollar and volume sales have been
strong throughout the pandemic after initial supply issues
got resolved. The bakery performance has been mixed, with
increased sales for UPC/packaged items, but struggles for
in-store bakery (non-UPC). The deli department performance
has also been mixed, with gains for deli meat and cheese, but
continued losses for deli prepared. This is, in large part, due
to the closure or limited offerings of self-service areas as well
as increased home cooking. 210 Analytics analyzed the IRI
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weekly sales findings, made possible by IDDBA.
Total store sales, including the fresh perimeter, held very
steady a little over +10%, in spite of going up against the
Father’s Day 2019 sales bump, that fell a week earlier than
in 2020. Center-store edibles and frozen exceeded total
store gains. In fresh, meat continued to see gains in the mid
teens, whereas the deli and fresh bakery (random weight)
departments remained down versus year ago. Dairy had
another strong week, with sales up 13.8%.
“Grocery retailing has gone through an unprecedented
amount of change over the past three months,” said Jeremy
Johnson, VP of Education for IDDBA. “Many of our members
in dairy and packaged baked goods have seen increases
in buyers, trips and baskets. Consumers engaged with
categories, products and brands they had never bought or
not bought in years. The key to retention in all these areas
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is the value proposition, particularly
as prices are rising across the
store. At the same time, demand for
deli-prepared and in-store bakery
collapsed seemingly overnight. I am
encouraged to see week-over-week
improvement there as our industry is
working hard to bring solutions that fall
within consumers’ new comfort zone
and value definition.”

Dairy - A Sales Powerhouse
Dairy sales gains were the strongest
in March, more than 35% over 2019.
Sales remained in the double digits
ever since, but there has been some
erosion each week as foodservice
sales are coming back online. For the
week June 14, dollar gains were up
+13.8%. “All dairy categories increased sales versus year ago,”
said Abrielle Backhaus, Research Coordinator with IDDBA.
“Moreover, eight areas remained in double digits which is
incredible when you think that the pandemic-inspired shopping
patterns started 15 weeks ago. Cheese, eggs and butter have
become pandemic staples addressing many meal occasions
from baking and breakfast to snacking and dinner. With more
people going back to working out of the home, we may see a
strengthening of yogurt in the next few weeks.”
Natural cheese is the largest dairy category with sales of $296
million, followed by milk and yogurt. “The +20.0% performance
in natural cheese is particularly remarkable given its size at
nearly $300 million,” said Backhaus.
A comparison of dollars and volume shows continued
imbalance during the second week of June. The much higher
dollar sales increases versus volume gains are indicative
of inflation for areas such as eggs, processed cheese and
margarine. In other areas, volume is tracking ahead of dollars,
signaling deflation, including butter and whipped toppings.
IRI’s measure reflecting assortment variety indeed shows some
declines across subcategories during the week of June 14
versus the same week last year. “Overall, the number of dairy
items per store selling is off by 2.8% or 27 items compared with
the same week in 2019,” said Jonna Parker, Team Lead Fresh
with IRI. “But some areas are much harder hit. Take margarine,
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for instance, an item with many strong brands and package
sizes. Items were off by nearly 21% the second week of June.
This means for margarine to meet or beat last year’s sales; the
category has to do it with 21% fewer items. If consumers are
brand or product agnostic, a narrower assortment may provide
continued supply chain efficiencies as sales begin to normalize.
In other cases, a wide assortment is crucial to maintain shopper
satisfaction. Fine tuning assortment decisions and SKU
rationalization will be one of these areas where we have a lot
to learn looking back at the pandemic months.”
Some examples of areas where assortment is much narrower
are:
• Margarine/spreads: -20.9%
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•
•
•
•

Cream cheese: -15.7%
Processed cheese: -8.2%
Whipped toppings: -5.6%
Butter: -4.2%

Source: IRI, Total US, MULO, average weekly items per store selling

Deli — Continued Mixed Results
“Little by little, the sales trend lines representing deli cheese,
meat and prepared items are coming closer together,” said
Angela Bozo, Education Director with IDDBA. “Deli cheese
and deli meat, for the most part, have been tracking well
ahead of the 2019 base levels and are on a slow but steady
march back to normal. Deli
prepared collapsed as
quarantines began, retailers
closed self-serve areas and
shoppers minimized trips
to the store. At its lowest
point, deli prepared sales
were off by 47% versus 2019,
but by gaining back a few
points each week, the deli
department is getting closer
to normal also.” During the
second week of June, total
deli department sales were
down 12.5% from the same
week in 2019, which indeed
signals a vast improvement
over the 27% loss seen in mid
April. Retailers around the
country are experimenting
with packaged versus bulk
items and/or re-opening some
of the cases with employee
assistance. By and large,
however, salad bars, olive
bars and hot/cold food buffets
remained closed.

Deli Meat
To date, June shows
continued acceleration in
sales gains for random weight,
non-UPC deli meat from the
week prior, at +8.8%. While
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price inflation is driving higher dollar than volume gains, both
increased over the week prior as many retailers have opened
meat and cheese counters back up, much to the joy of some
shoppers.
Patterns relative to grab-and-go versus slice-to-order counter
sales remained the same as seen in prior weeks. While service
counter sales made up 68% of deli meat sales this week,
sales were off -3.2% as not all retailers have reopened the
service counter. Sales for random-weight deli meat that has
been previously sliced for grab-and-go, but still sold non-UPC,
was up 55.7%. “Grab-and-go addresses speed and whether
shoppers are still looking for speed to minimize their time instore, or the time pressures of old are starting to re-emerge,
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having pre-packaged options available in a variety of package
sizes appears to be a winner for post pandemic,” adds Bozo.
The week of June 14 was the second time that random weight
meat gains exceeded those of UPC/pre-packaged lunch meat.
Dollars increased 8.2% for the latter, which was up from the
week prior. But where random weight deli meat grew volume
by 5%, pre-packaged UPC lunch meat increased a mere 0.6%.

Deli Cheese
Cheese, whether bulk or packaged, processed or natural, has
been a top seller throughout the pandemic. Random weight
deli cheese dollar gains during the week ending June 14
eroded a little compared with the week prior, but are still up
double digits over the same week in 2019. Deli cheese sales
growth continued to track well ahead of deli meat. Just like deli
meat, the numbers continue to show that having grab-and-go
availability in random weight cheese is a win, but variety in
the amount, types and thickness of the slices is key. Whereas
service counter sales were down up 4.7%, cheese packaged
for grab-and-go, but still non-UPC, was up 44.2%. Grab-and-go
reflects about 32% of total random weight deli cheese.
Packaged (UPC) cheese saw much higher gains than deli
cheese yet again, but
growth has eroded a bit
from April onwards by a
few percentage points
each week. For the week
ending June 14, dollars
increased 18.7% for total
weekly sales of $356
million. Compared with
$55 million in weekly
sales for non-UPC cheese,
packaged cheese sales are
about seven times larger
and yet, growth is higher.

Deli-Prepared
Along with a slow but
steady recovery of sales,
retailers are adding deli
prepared items back on
the menu. At its lowest
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point, the average number of items per store selling stood at
77. For the week of June 14, the items are up to 83, but it also
means assortment is still down about 17%. “Finding the right
items suitable for packaged sales versus self-serve is key in
rebuilding assortment in deli-prepared,” said Eric Richard,
Industry Relations Coordinator with IDDBA. “Store trips,
evening activities, working away from home and many more
areas that were highly affected by the pandemic are slowly
starting to normalize. As commuting and out-of-the-home
activities start to gear up, it is important to answer the demand
for convenient, ready-to-eat meals in deli prepared with wider,
relevant assortment while addressing consumers’ new normal
as it relates to changed self-service preferences.”
Some of the hardest-hit areas in terms of a narrower
assortment included the following during the week of June 14
versus year ago:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trays: -30.3%
Salads: -29.0%
Combo meals: -27.4%
Sandwiches: -19.7%
Desserts: -12.2%
Soups: -10.3%
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• Sides: -9.9%
Source: IRI, Total US, MULO, average weekly items per store selling
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achieved once more by bagels and English muffins, though
these are smaller sellers.

Cookies and Crackers

Deli-prepared food sales were down 23.5% — an improvement
since April and gaining back a little each week. At the sameJune 23, 2020
Aisle cookies and crackers in UPC/fixed weight packages
time, sales continued to be off for all offerings and meal
improved a little versus the prior week, with dollar sales
occasions, whether breakfast items, combo meals, trays or deli
up 6.9% versus year ago. Crackers had a slightly better
pizza. “Some areas, like appetizers, sides and pizza have been
performance with cookie sales still impacted by America’s
on a continuous road to comeback,” said Richard. “Others, like
continued baking craze. Sales for the baking ingredients aisle
soup and combination meals continue to be down as packaged were up 23.6% over the week of June 14, with high gains for
solutions have not yet found a way to offset the lost pandemic
other ingredients, such as eggs, butter and milk also, as seen
revenue.”
earlier.

Bakery -- More Mixed Results
Much like deli, the sales trends for
packaged and non-UPC items are
starting to come closer together in
recent weeks. All packaged items,
whether cookies, crackers or baked
goods typically found in the bread
aisle continued to sit well above prior
year levels in the middle of June, but
not anywhere near the levels seen in
March and April. In-store bakery, with
a much greater reliance on holidays
and celebrations, continued to see
down sales year over year but a bit of
recovery as well.

Prepackaged Baked Goods Aisle
Packaged baked goods sales
have been strong throughout the
pandemic, though sales
gains have eroded each
month from a high of +28.8%
in March. All areas within the
packaged baked goods aisle
saw sales gains during the
week of June 14, even bakery
snacks. While donut sales
in fresh bakery remained
down, sales in packaged
donuts increased by 9.3%
over the same week last year.
The strongest gains were
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In-Store Bakery
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Whereas gains in packaged baked
good sales were mostly positive, the
in-store bakery only saw positive
results for bread, cookies and
croissants. Other areas of the fresh
bakery were down in double digits,
including cakes, rolls and donuts. In
most cases, this affects sales from
prior self-serve areas, such as rolls
and donuts. Overall, sales for the
in-store bakery (non-UPC, randomweight items) were off by 13.4% with
the slight dip in the week-over-week
improvement we had been seeing
likely due to going up against Father’s
Day 2019 sales. The in-store bakery does continue to be an
area of service differentiation amid pandemic shopping fears.
A shopper on CCF wrote, “I’m high risk for health. An associate
in the bakery knows I come every Saturday morning for donuts
and he makes sure my donuts are ready to go for me to pick
up. It’s a small thing that is a big deal for me. Thank you.”
As COVID-19 related shopping patterns started to develop in
mid-March, retailers dialed back on assortment in the in-store
bakery. The average number of items per store selling declined
by as much as 21 items from mid-March. While still down 12%
from normal levels, the average number of items for the week
of June 14 averaged 96.
Some of the hardest-hit areas included the following:
•
•
•
•

Donuts: -36.3%
Trays: -32.5%
Rolls: -14.8%
Desserts: -13.9%

Source: IRI, Total US, MULO, average weekly items per store selling

What’s Next?
Next week’s sales reports will cover Father’s Day 2020, which
may help offset the small erosions we have been seeing in
the sales gains due to the competition for the food dollar
heating back up as restaurants reopen. As not all consumers
will be ready to re-engage with in-restaurant dining socially or
economically or simply have come to enjoy home cooking, it
is likely that demand for groceries will continue to track well
above 2019 levels for the foreseeable future.
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210 Analytics, IRI and IDDBA will provide sales updates every
week. Meanwhile, please thank the grocery industry, from
farm to store, for all they do to ensure supply during these
unprecedented times.

